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ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURES FOR © 2n>xL2(Z/ri)
COMPATIBLE WITH THE FINITE FOURIER TRANSFORM

BY

L. AUSLÄNDER1 AND R. TOLIMIERI

Abstract. Let Z/n denote the integers mod n and let % denote the finite

Fourier transform on L\Z/n). We let ©2$), » F operate on
©2L2(Z/n) and show that ©2L2(Z/n) can be given a graded algebra

structure (with no zero divisors) such that f(/g) ■" ̂ U)^(g). We do this by

establishing a natural isomorphism with the algebra of theta functions with

period i. In addition, we find all algebra structures on 02L2(Z/n)

satisfying the above condition.

Introduction. Let Z/n denote the integers modulo n and form

L = 0 2 L2(Z/ri).

Let W„ denote the Fourier transform on L2(Z/ri) and let £F denote the linear

transformation of L such that

<5\L2(Z/ri) = 9a

all«.
The main result of this paper may be stated as follows:

Main Theorem. L has, up to isomorphism, three structures as an algebra, La,

a= 1,2, 3, such that:

1. /// E L\Z/ri) and g E L2(Z/m),fg E L2(Z/n + m);
2.La,a = 1,2,3, has no divisors of zero;

3. for/, g£l„,a=l, 2,3,

Further, by reordering La if necessary, we have

Lx « C[XX, XIX3]/ (Xf + X¡),

z, « c[xx, x2, x3)/ (xt + x4x2 + xi),

l3 « c[jr„ xi, x3]/ (x* + x4x2),
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264 L. AUSLANDER AND R. TOLIMIERI

where ( ) denotes the principal ideal of the term in the bracket and C[ , , ]

denotes the polynomial ring over the complex numbers C with the terms in the

bracket as indeterminants.

The uniqueness part of our main result is purely combinatorial and

elementary in nature and contained in §1. However, the existence result rests

on more technical considerations that require the following brief set of

definitions.

Let N be the three dimensional Heisenberg group given by (x, y, t) E N,

with x,y,t E R and multiplication is given by

(xx,yx, tx)(x2,y2, t2) = (xx + x2,yx + y2, f, + t2 + \(yxx2 - y2xx)).

Let T be the subgroup of TV generated by the two elements (1, 0, 0) and (0, 1,

0). Then the homogeneous space T\ JV is a compact manifold we will call the

Heisenberg manifold. One easily verifies that J(x, y, t) = (—v, x, t) is an

automorphism of TV of order 4.

Let Lc denote the complexification of the Lie algebra of N. Then / induces

an automorphism of Lc, which we will also denote by /, and, up to scalar

multiple, there exists a unique vector X E Lc such that J(X) = — V —1 X.

Let

0={/EC~(JV)|A/=O}.

Now let

C„(T) = {/ E C"(T\N)\f(x,y, t + s) = e2"""f(x,y, t)}

and let 9n = Cn(T) n 9. It is well known (see [2]) that 9n is empty for n < 0

and dim 9„ = n for n > 0. Further we will show that J0n = 9„ and there exists

an isometry

kn:9„-*L2(Z/n)

such that kn(Jf) = %(kj) for / E 9n. It is then obvious that J(fg) =

J(f)J(g),f, g E "2„>x9n. Combining all this together will prove the existence

of the algebras La, a = 1, 2, 3.

One of the results of this paper is a formula for computing the multiplicities

of the eigenvalues of Sj,.

1. Uniqueness of algebraic structures. The main goal of this section will be

the proof of the following result.

Theorem 1. Let L = ©2n>IL2(Z//i). Let LA be an algebra structure such

that:

I. iff E L2(Z/n) and g E L2(Z/m), thenfg E L2(Z/n + m);

2. $(fg) = $(m(g);
3. LA has no divisors of zero.
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If LA exists, it is of the form

LA = C[XX, X2, X3]/ (X* + aX4X2 + bXf)

where a and b are both not zero. Further the images of the monomials

XfX^Xj3"3 in LA are eigenvectors with eigenvalue (- l)"2(i)"3.

Proof. Let % be the Fourier transform on L2(Z/ri). Then ¥„ has

eigenvalues ±1, ± / for n > 5 and the eigenvectors span L2(Z/ri) for all n.

We will use these basic facts to study LA.

By a direct computation we know that there are elements Xj E L2(Z/jZ),

j — 1, 2, 3, such that

W)-
1,    j=l
-1,    j = 2,

i,       j = 3.

The multiplicity of f immediately implies Table A for n = 1, 2, 3. For n = 4,

it follows from Condition 3 that X4, X\ X2, XXX3 are linearly independent.

To prove that Table A holds for n = 4 we must show X4 and X4 are linearly

independent. However if aXx + bX2 = 0, a, b not both zero, Condition 3

would be contradicted. The cases n = 5, 6 follow in exactly the same way.

The case n = 6 is special for / is the first time a relation occurs between Xx,

X2, X3. Since X3 does not occur in Table A for n = 6 it must be linearly

dependent on XX4X\, X26. Hence X$ = aX4X\ + bX\, a, b not both zero. We

shall show that this is the only relation which can occur.

Consider the «-monomials in L2(Z/nZ), n > 1,

X"~JX{,      j = 0 mod 2,   0 < j < n,

Xxn~kX^-3X¡,      k m 1 mod 2,   0< 3 < A: < «. *

The monomials of * coincide with those of Table A and Condition 2

immediately implies that they are eigenvectors with the appropriate eigen-

values with respect to *$„. We claim they are linearly independent. The proof

is by induction. Assume n is even. The case « odd follows in exactly the same

way. The monomials of * all contain a positive power of Xx except for X2.

Since by induction the (n — l)-monomials

X["-»-JX{,      j = QmoA2,   0 < j < « - 1,

X["-x)-kX^-3X¡,       k = 1 mod 2,   0 < 3 < k < n - 1,

are linearly independent, Condition 3 implies the monomials of *, excluding

X2, are linearly independent. If « = 0 mod 4 then ^(X2) = X2. If * is

linearly dependent then we have a nontrivial relation

axXx" + a^^Xt + • • • + XI = 0.
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Some Oj =£ 0, otherwise X2 = 0, contradicting Condition 3. Thus, writing

£ = Xx4/X24, we can write X^G(ß = 0 where G(0) = 1. But we can then

factor (7(£) and obtain (äXx + bX2)W = 0, which contradicts Condition 3.

The case « = 2 mod 4 follows in exactly the same way.

To see that X36 + aXxX2 + bX2 = 0 is the only relation which can occur,

we simply note that any relation between «th-degree monomials can modulo

X3 + aXxX2 + bX2 be replaced by a relation involving only the monomials

of *. The theorem is proved.

Table A

Eigenvector Eigenvalue      Multiplicity

Xr4kX24k,0< k<[^] 1 [f]+l

Xr(4k+l)X4k-2X3, \<k<[ ^i ] -1 [ iZ-1 ]

X*-M+*>X«+*, 0<k<[ 5-^1 ] - 1 [ 2^1 ] + l

xc-w+vxfxi 0 < k < [ ̂ -=-^ ] / [ ijl ] + 1

Theorem 2. Using the notation of Theorem 1, assume that any of the algebras

LA exist. Then all the algebras LA exist.

Proof. Since 5"„ is of order 4 it is completely reducible and so uniquely

determined by its eigenvectors and eigenvalues. Now A'f'ATl"2, n, + 2«2 = «,

and X"X2n2X3, «, + 2«2 + 3 = «, span the vector space of dimension n

invariant under <5n and depend only on the additive structure of LA. Since LA

has the same representative monomials for all algebraic structures we have, if

%(XÏXin>Xl ) = /(- l)n2Arî"Ar22^Ar33,      «, + 2«2 + 3 - n,

and

%{XnxX2n>) = (-Yf*X?X?>,      «, + 2«2 - «,

then % is the Fourier transform on L2(Z/ri) if LA exists for some algebraic

structure.
Next observe that as LA is generated by Xx, X2 and X% we have only to

verify that the following three equations hold to prove our theorem:

<5(XX • Y) = <2(XX )W(Y),   <%(Xl • Y) = 9(Xi)V(Y),

Ç(Xi'Y)-9(Xi)${Y),

where Y is a monomial. By our tables in the proof of Theorem 1 we need only

verify the third relation. For Y of the form XXX2"2 this again is obvious and

so it remains only to verify by direct computation that
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W(xi-xf\xiñ3Xi) = ̂ {xD^x^xl^xl)
to complete the proof of Theorem 2.

Let us now turn our attention to which of the algebras LA are isomorphic.

It is clear that if both a and b are not zero all the algebras LA are isomorphic.

Similarly if a = 0 and b ^ 0, all the algebras LA are isomorphic as is the case

when b = 0 and a^O. Thus we have easily

Theorem 3. Up to isomorphism there are at most three algebras that satisfy

Theorem 1. They are C[XX, X\, X¡]/(Q) where Q = XÍ + XfX} or Xf + X%
or X¡ + XX4X\ + Xl

Theorem 4. Each of the principal ideals (X36 + XX4X%), (X36 + X26) and

(Xf + Xx4Xl + Xf) are prime in C[XX, X\, X\\

Proof. By standard results a principal ideal in C[XX, X2, X%] is prime if

and only if it is irreducible in this ring. Now

Xf + Xi-X$(i6 + 1)

where £ = X3/X2. Hence any factoring of X3 + X2 has factors of the same

degree in X3 and X2. But this is impossible in C[X2, X$].

Similarly in C[XX, X2, X3],

Xl + X4X2 - (X3 + iX2X2)(X3 - iX2X2)

where each term is irreducible. Hence X3 + XXX2 is irreducible in C[XX, X2,

X3].

To show that X36 + XX4X\ + X26 is irreducible, consider

(X3 + P(XX,X2))(X3 + Q(XX,X2)) - X¡ + X4X¡ + xi.

This imphes that

- P2 = XX4X¡ + X¡ = Xl(X\ + iXi)(Xx2 - iXi).

But this is impossible and X3 + XXX2 + X2 is irreducible.

We may summarize our results so far by the following statement: If one LA

exists, we have proven our main theorem. The proof of the existence of this

LA will be the goal of the rest of this paper.

2. Finite Heisenberg groups. In this section we give a brief discussion,

without proof, of certain finite nilpotent groups that we will call the finite

Heisenberg groups. Perhaps the simplest definitions of the finite Heisenberg

groups are given as follows: The group T as defined in the Introduction has a

faithful matrix representation

1 «, n3

0 1 «2

.0    0     1 .
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where «„ / = 1, 2, 3, are in the integers Z. We define the «-Heisenberg group,

r/(«), by reducing each of the above integer matrices modulo n. Hence

T/(«) is the matrix group over the ring Z/n of the form

1    ax    a3

0    1     a2 a¡ E Z/n, i = 1, 2, 3.

.0    0     1 J
It follows easily that T/(«) satisfies an exact sequence

1 -> Z/n-^T/(«) ^>Z/n ®Z/n->\

■mtnp(Z/ri) as the center of r/(«), z(r/(«)). We now give the description of

T/(«) in terms of group extensions. Let p(Z/ri) be identified with

exp(2ma3/ri), 0 < a3 < n, and let (ax, a^ E Z/n © Z/n. Let yx, y2 E T/(ri)
be such that

«(7l) = (l,0),   h(y2) = (0, 1).

Then the group extension T/(ri) is then completely given by [yx\ y22] where

the symbol [, ] denotes the commutator of the elements in the bracket. An

elementary computation then yields that [yx\ y22] = exp2m(axa2/ri). We

thus see that T/(«) is built from the pairing of Z/n and its character group to

the circle group given by the duality of finite abelian groups.

Let us now review the basic facts about the unitary representation theory of

the groups T/(«) as presented for instance in Auslander and Brezin [1]. Let A

be a maximal abelian subgroup of T/(ri). Clearly A contains z(T/(ri)). Let x

be a character which is nontrivial when restricted to z(T/(rij). Then inducing

X from A to T/(ri) gives an irreducible unitary representation, Ind(x, A), of

T/(n). Further, any irreducible unitary representation which when restricted

to z(T/(ri)) is nontrivial and equal to x restricted to z(T/(ri)) is unitarily

equivalent to Ind(x, A). Since A is a direct sum of two copies of z(T/(ri)) any

character on z(T/(«)) can be extended to A. Thus all irreducible unitary

representations of T/(ri) are of the form Ind(x, A).

Now let T/(«) = B' X A where B' c T/(«) and B' is isomorphic to Z/(ri).

Then by the standard theory of induced representation, Ind(x> A) acts on the

vector space L2(Br) or L2(Z/(ri)). Now let B be the maximal abelian

subgroup of T/(«) which contains B'. We may similarly form Ind(«, B)

where jtx. is a character on B. Now if {i\z(T/(ri)) = x\z(T/ri) we know from

the above discussion that Ind(/x, B) and Ind(x, A) are unitarily equivalent.

Hence it is important to know that an intertwining operator is between these

two representations. The answer is given by the following result that we will

state without proof.

Theorem 5. Let A and B be the maximal abelian subgroups of T/(ri) defined
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above and let x and ¡i be characters on A and B, respectively, such that

x\z(T/(ri)) = n\z(T/(ri)) and is nontrivial. Then viewing L2(T/(ri)/A) and

L2(T/(ri)/B) as L2(Z/ri) we have

<5;x\nà(x,A)<5n=\nà(iL,A).

3. The left action on C„(T) and the spaces 9n. We begin this section by

reviewing, again without proof, the basic facts about the left action on C„(r)

as defined by Ausländer and Brezin [1].

Let C„(r) c C°°(r\7V) be as defined in the Introduction. Define T(ri) as

the subgroup of N generated by T and the element (0, 0, 1/«) £ z(N), where

z(N) denotes the center of N. Now let/ E C„(T). Then we may view/ as a

function on N such that/(yg) = f(g), y ET and g E N. Now

/((O, 0, \/ri)(x,y, i)) = f(x,y, t + 1/«)

= exp 2mn(l/ri)f(x,y, t) =>f(x,y, t).

Hence if/ £ C„(T) then/ £ C°°(r(«)\JV). Now let A(«) be the subgroup of

N with generators (1/«, 0, 0), (0, 1/«, 0), (0, 0, 1/n2). Note that T C T(«) c

A(«) and that T(ri) is normal in A(«). It is an elementary computation to

verify that A(«)/r(«) is isomorphic to T/(ri). On C„(T) we define two

representations, one of N and the other of A(«)/r(«) by

(R (g)f)(T(n)h) = F(T(n)hg),       h,gEN,fECn (T),

(L(X)f)(T(n)h) - F(T(n)\-xh),    X £ A(«).

Because T(ri) is in the kernel of the representation L, we will view Lasa

representation of T/(n) or A(«)/r(n). We will call this the left action of the

«-Heisenberg group on C„(r). Further, it is clear that

L(X)R(g) = R(g)L(X),      gEN,\E A(«).

We will now review some of the facts from Ausländer and Tolimieri [2,

Chapter II], but from a slightly more intrinsic point of view than presented

there. We. observe that the one parameter subgroups of TY are exactly the one

dimensional linear subspaces in the (x, y, t) coordinate system. One verifies

immediately that /: (x, y, t) -> (—v, x, t) is an automorphism of N such that

J(T) = T. Hence J induces a diffeomorphism of T\N onto itself and a linear

mapping of C„(r) onto itself. Further if / £ C„(T) and g E Cm(T), then

fg E Cn+m(Y) and/(/g) = J(f)J(g).
Now let Lc denote the complexification of the Lie algebra of N and let the

Lie algebra L of N be viewed as left invariant vector fields on N. Now J

induces an automorphism of Lc, also denoted by /. We find that a basis for

Lc is given in the (x, y, t) coordinate system by the left invariant vector fields

Y-Ä-    I   A    v-_L    I  A    7-JL
A ~ dx + 2 y 3/ * dy      2 X dt '   * " 3/ "
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Now consider V_¡ the eigenvalue — V —1 space under / acting on Lc. Then

F_, has a basis

or the Lewy operator. Define the subspaces 0„ c C„ÇT), n > 0, as those

/ E C„(T) such that V_¡f = 0.

Theorem 6. Let all notation be as above, then

2. L(k)9n = S„,\E T/(ri) = A(«)/r(«).

The proof of Theorem 6 follows immediately from the fact that JV_¡ =

— iV_¡ and L(K)(X + iY) = X + iY because we are using left invariant

vector fields.

In Auslander and Tolimieri it was shown that the following is true.

Theorem 7. Let all notation be as above. Then

1. dim 0„ = «.

2. 2n>i0„ C C°°(r\7V) is a subalgebra with no divisors of zero and 9„9m c

On + m-

3. L(T/(ri))\9„ is an irreducible representation.

4. The existence of LA. We are now in a position to prove the existence of

an algebra LA and this combined with the results in §1 will prove our main

theorem.

To achieve this goal, we begin by selecting in TV a decomposition of N

similar to that defined for T/(ri). To be precise let A' = (x, 0, 0), A = (x, 0,

/), B' = (0, v, 0) and B = (0, v, t). Then A is a maximal abelian subgroup of

N and TY » B' X A. Further, B is also a maximal abelian subgroup of N and

JA = BmdJB = A.

In A(«)/r(n) we define A («) as the image of A n T(ri) and similarly define

B'(ri), B(ri) and A'(ri). Hence we may identify 9„ with L2(B'(ri)) = L2(Z/ri)
by an isomorphism M„. We fix these isomorphisms and hook them all

together to obtain a vector space isomorphism

© ^L2(Z/ri)t® 2*„
n>\ n>\

such that M-J = ^M by the uniqueness of intertwining operators for

irreducible unitary representations and an elementary computation. But as

remarked before J(fg) = J(f)J(g),f, g E ©Sn>1^,. Thus we have proven

Theorem 8. If we use M to induce an algebra on L, we obtain one of the

algebras LA.
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This completes the proof of our Main Theorem.

It still remains to identify the algebra M(@'2n>x9„) among the algebras

La, a = 1, 2, 3. To do this we recall the Weil-Brezin map that connects

C°°(R) and Cj(T). For F £ S (R), the Schwarz space in C^R), we define

W(f)(x,y, t) = «a-V** 2 f(y + l)e2"ilx E CX(T).
lez

Define g0 £ CX(T) as W(exp - try2). Then one verifies as in Auslander and

Tolimieri [2] that 9X = Cg0. We let

Yx = go>   Y2 = L{\,\,Q)g2,

and

Y3 - L{\, 0,0)7^(0, \, 0)y,L(i, \, 0)7,.

By elementary computations, we have

JYX = 7„   /y22 = (-1)722,   and   JY\ - iT33.

It remains to compute a and ¿> such that

Yl + aYx4Yl + bYl = 0.
Substituting and cancelling we are looking for a and b such that

[L(l0,0)YxL(0, I, 0)7, ]4+ay14 + e[L[I)I,0]r1]4=0.

We now use that y, vanishes only at (\, \, t) in r\7V. Hence (L(|, 0,

0) y,L(0, ¿, 0) Yx)(j, \, 0) is not zero. But this implies that b ^ 0. Similarly

(L(i, 0, 0) y,L(0, |, 0) y, )(0, O, 0)    is not zero.

This implies a¥=0. Hence ©2n>10„ is isomorphic to QXX, X2\ X¡]/(X¡ +

X2X4 + Xfr.
Since the Gauss sum G(x) = 20<y<nexp 2mj2/n is related to the trace of

$„, we have also

(/ + 1)V« ,    « = 0 mod 4,

G (ri) = ■ V« , « = 1 mod 4,
0, n = 2 mod 4,

z'V« , « = 3mod4.
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